
LUKE 15:1–10 

 
The Parables of the Lost Sheep and the Lost Coin 

1 All the tax-collectors and sinners were coming close to listen to Jesus. 2 The Pharisees and the legal 
experts were grumbling. ‘This fellow welcomes sinners!’ they said. ‘He even eats with them!’ 

3 So Jesus told them this parable. 4 ‘Supposing one of you has a hundred sheep,’ he said, ‘and you 
lose one of them. What will you do? Why, you’ll leave the ninety-nine out in the countryside, and you’ll 
go off looking for the lost one until you find it! 5 And when you find it, you’ll be so happy—you’ll put it on 
your shoulders 6 and come home, and you’ll call your friends and neighbours in. “Come and have a 
party!” you’ll say. “Celebrate with me! I’ve found my lost sheep!” 

7 ‘Well, let me tell you: that’s how glad they will be in heaven over one sinner who repents—more 
than over ninety-nine righteous people who don’t need repentance. 

8 ‘Or supposing a woman has ten coins and loses one of them. What will she do? Why, she’ll light a 
lamp, and sweep the house, and hunt carefully until she finds it! 9 And when she finds it she’ll call her 
friends and neighbours in. “Come and have a party!” she’ll say. “Celebrate with me! I’ve found my lost 
coin!” 

10 ‘Well, let me tell you: that’s how glad the angels of God feel when a single sinner repents.’ 

We had just moved house, to a dream location: quiet, secluded, at the end of a road near a 
lake. Everything seemed peaceful. Then, on the first Saturday night we were there, all chaos 
broke loose. Loud music, amplified voices making announcements, cheers, fireworks—all going 
on well into the small hours, keeping our young children awake. We were appalled. Was this 
going to happen every weekend? Where was the noise coming from? Why had nobody told us 
about this before we bought the house? 

In the morning, the explanations came. No, it wasn’t a regular occurrence. It would only 
happen once a year. It was the local Yacht Club’s annual party, celebrating some great event in 
the sailing calendar. We returned to tranquillity. But it left me thinking about how one person’s 
celebration can be really annoying for someone else, especially if they don’t understand the 
reason for the party. 

The three parables in Luke 15 are told because Jesus was making a habit of having 
celebration parties with all the ‘wrong’ people, and some others thought it was a nightmare. All 
three stories are ways of saying: ‘This is why we’re celebrating! Wouldn’t you have a party if it 
was you? How could we not?’ In and through them all we get a wide open window on what 
Jesus thought he was doing—and, perhaps, on what we ourselves should be doing. 

At the heart of the trouble was the character of the people Jesus was eating with on a 
regular basis. The tax-collectors were disliked not just because they were tax-collectors—
nobody much likes them in any culture—but because they were collecting money for either 
Herod or the Romans, or both, and nobody cared for them at all. And if they were in regular 
contact with Gentiles, some might have considered them unclean. 

The ‘sinners’ are a more general category, and people disagree as to who precisely they 
were. They may just have been people who were too poor to know the law properly or to try to 
keep it (see John 7:49). Certainly they were people who were regarded by the self-appointed 



experts as hopelessly irreligious, out of touch with the demands that God had made on Israel 
through the law. 

Throughout the chapter Jesus is not saying that such people were simply to be accepted as 
they stand. Sinners must repent. The lost sheep and lost coin are found. The prodigal son 
comes to his senses and returns home. But Jesus has a different idea to his critics of what 
‘repentance’ means. For them, nothing short of adopting their standards of purity and law-
observance would do. For Jesus, when people follow him and his way, that is the true 
repentance. And—he doesn’t say so in so many words, but I think it’s there by implication—the 
Pharisees and legal experts themselves need to repent in that way. ‘Righteous persons who 
don’t need to repent’ indeed (verse 7)! Try saying the sentence with a smile and a question-
mark in your voice and you will, I think, hear what Jesus intended. 

The point of the parables is then clear. This is why there’s a party going on: all heaven is 
having a party, the angels are joining in, and if we don’t have one as well we’ll be out of tune 
with God’s reality. 

In the stories of the sheep and the coin, the punch line in each case depends on the Jewish 
belief that the two halves of God’s creation, heaven and earth, were meant to fit together and 
be in harmony with each other. If you discover what’s going on in heaven, you’ll discover how 
things were meant to be on earth. That, after all, is the point of praying that God’s kingdom will 
come ‘on earth as in heaven’. As far as the legal experts and Pharisees were concerned, the 
closest you could get to heaven was in the Temple; the Temple required strict purity from the 
priests; and the closest that non-priests could get to copying heaven was to maintain a similarly 
strict purity in every aspect of life. But now Jesus was declaring that heaven was having a great, 
noisy party every time a single sinner saw the light and began to follow God’s way. If earth-
dwellers wanted to copy the life of heaven, they’d have a party, too. That’s what Jesus was 
doing. 

The particular sheep, and the particular coin, weren’t themselves special. (The coins, by the 
way, may well have been the woman’s savings, possibly her dowry. Losing one would be a 
personal as well as a financial disaster.) In one of the late, corrupt versions of Jesus’ teaching 
which were circulated in subsequent centuries, Jesus is made to say to the lost sheep, ‘I love 
you more than the others.’ But the whole point of the parable is that the only thing different 
about this sheep is that it was lost. Imagine the impact of this on the repentant sinners who 
heard the stories. They didn’t have to earn God’s love or Jesus’ respect. He loved coming 
looking for them, and celebrated finding them. 

And what Jesus did—this is the deepest point of these parables, and the ultimate reason 
why the Pharisees objected to them—was what God was doing. Jesus’ actions on earth 
corresponded exactly to God’s love in the heavenly realm. 

The real challenge of these parables for today’s church is: what would we have to do, in the 
visible, public world, if we were to make people ask the questions to which stories like these 
are the answer? What might today’s Christians do that would make people ask, ‘Why are you 
doing something like that?’, and give us the chance to tell stories about finding something that 
was lost? 

 



LUKE 15:11–24 

 
The Parable of the Prodigal: The Father and the Younger Son 

11 Jesus went on: ‘Once there was a man who had two sons. 
12 The younger son said to the father, “Father, give me my share in the property.” So he divided up 

his livelihood between them. 13 Not many days later the younger son turned his share into cash, and set 
off for a country far away, where he spent his share in having a riotous good time. 

15 ‘When he had spent it all, a severe famine came on that country, and he found himself destitute. 
15 So he went and attached himself to one of the citizens of that country, who sent him into the fields to 
feed his pigs. 16 He longed to satisfy his hunger with the pods that the pigs were eating, and nobody gave 
him anything. 

17 ‘He came to his senses. “Just think!” he said to himself. “There are all my father’s hired hands with 
plenty to eat—and here am I, starving to death! 18 I shall get up and go to my father, and I’ll say to him: 
‘Father; I have sinned against heaven and before you; 19 I don’t deserve to be called your son any longer. 
Make me like one of your hired hands.’ ” 20 And he got up and went to his father. 

‘While he was still a long way off, his father saw him and his heart was stirred with love and 
pity. 21 He ran to him, hugged him tight, and kissed him. “Father,” the son began, “I have sinned 
against heaven and before you; I don’t deserve to be called your son any longer.” 22 But the 
father said to his servants, “Hurry! Bring the best clothes and put them on him! Put a ring on his 
hand, and shoes on his feet! 23 And bring the calf that we’ve fattened up, kill it, and let’s eat and 
have a party! 24 This son of mine was dead, and is alive again! He was lost, and now he’s found!” 
And they began to celebrate.’ 

We might think that the parable of the prodigal son, as it’s usually known, hardly needs an 
introduction. It has inspired artists and writers down the years. Rembrandt’s famous painting, 
with the younger son on his knees before the loving and welcoming father, has become for 
many almost as much of an inspiration as the story itself. Phrases from the story—the ‘fatted 
calf’, for instance, in the King James version of the Bible—have become almost proverbial. 

And yet. People often assume that the story is simply about the wonderful love and 
forgiving grace of God, ready to welcome back sinners at the first sign of repentance. That is 
indeed its greatest theme, which is to be enjoyed and celebrated. But the story itself goes 
deeper than we often assume. 

Let’s be sure we’ve understood how families like this worked. When the father divided the 
property between the two sons, and the younger son turned his share into cash, this must have 
meant that the land the father owned had been split into two, with the younger boy selling off 
his share to someone else. The shame that this would bring on the family would be added to 
the shame the son had already brought on the father by asking for his share before the father’s 
death; it was the equivalent of saying ‘I wish you were dead’. The father bears these two blows 
without recrimination. 

To this day, there are people in traditional cultures, like that of Jesus’ day, who find the 
story at this point quite incredible. Fathers just don’t behave like that; he should (they think) 
have beaten him, or thrown him out. There is a depth of mystery already built in to the story 
before the son even leaves home. Again, in modern Western culture children routinely leave 



homes in the country to pursue their future and their fortune in big cities, or even abroad; but 
in Jesus’ culture this would likewise be seen as shameful, with the younger son abandoning his 
obligation to care for his father in his old age. When the son reaches the foreign country, runs 
through the money, and finds himself in trouble, his degradation reaches a further low point. 
For a Jew to have anything to do with pigs is bad enough; for him to be feeding them, and 
hungry enough to share their food, is worse. 

But of course the most remarkable character in the story is the father himself. One might 
even call this ‘the parable of the Running Father’: in a culture where senior figures are far too 
dignified to run anywhere, this man takes to his heels as soon as he sees his young son dragging 
himself home. His lavish welcome is of course the point of the story: Jesus is explaining why 
there is a party, why it’s something to celebrate when people turn from going their own way 
and begin to go God’s way. Because the young man’s degradation is more or less complete, 
there can be no question of anything in him commending him to his father, or to any other 
onlookers; but the father’s closing line says it all. ‘This my son was dead and is alive; he was lost 
and now is found.’ How could this not be a cause of celebration? 

Inside this story there is another dimension which we shouldn’t miss. One of the great 
stories of Israel’s past was of course the Exodus, when Israel was brought out of Egypt and 
came home to the promised land. Many years later, after long rebellion, Israel was sent into 
exile in Babylon; and, though many of the exiles returned, most of Jesus’ contemporaries 
reckoned that they were still living in virtual exile, in evil and dark days, with pagans ruling over 
them. They were still waiting for God to produce a new Exodus, a liberation which would bring 
them out of their spiritual and social exile and restore their fortunes once and for all. For Jesus 
to tell a story about a wicked son, lost in a foreign land, who was welcomed back with a lavish 
party—this was bound to be heard as a reference to the hope of Israel. ‘This my son was dead, 
and is alive’; ever since Ezekiel 37 the idea of resurrection had been used as picture-language 
for the true return from exile. 

Yes, says Jesus, and it’s happening right here. When people repent and turn back to God—
which, as we’ve seen, meant for Jesus that they responded positively to his gospel message—
then and there the ‘return from exile’ is happening, whether or not it looks like what people 
expected. His answer to the Pharisees and other critics is simple: if God is fulfilling his promises 
before your very eyes, you can’t object if I throw a party to celebrate. It’s only right and proper. 

There is a danger in splitting the story into two, as we’ve done. The second half is vital, and 
closely interwoven with the first. But in this first section the emphasis is on the father’s costly 
love. From the moment he generously gives the younger son what he wanted, through to the 
wonderful homecoming welcome, we have as vivid a picture as anywhere in Jesus’ teaching of 
what God’s love is like, and of what Jesus himself took as the model for his own ministry of 
welcome to the outcast and the sinner. 

 

 

 



LUKE 15:25–32 

 
The Parable of the Prodigal: The Father and the Older Son 

25 ‘The older son was out in the fields. When he came home, and got near to the house, he heard music 
and dancing. 26 He called one of the servants and asked what was going on. 

27 ‘ “Your brother’s come home!” he said. “And your father has thrown a great party—he’s killed the 
fattened calf!—because he’s got him back safe and well!” 

28 ‘He flew into a rage, and wouldn’t go in. 
‘Then his father came out and pleaded with him. 29 “Look here!” he said to his father, “I’ve been 

slaving for you all these years! I’ve never disobeyed a single commandment of yours. And you never 
even gave me a young goat so I could have a party with my friends. 30 But when this son of yours comes 
home, once he’s finished gobbling up your livelihood with his whores, you kill the fattened calf for him!” 

31 ‘ “My son,” he replied, “you’re always with me. Everything I have belongs to you. 32 But we had to 
celebrate and be happy! This brother of yours was dead and is alive again! He was lost, and now he’s 
found!’ ” 

A vivid phrase from a schoolboy poem, written by a classmate of mine over thirty years ago, 
remains with me to this day. He described a park-keeper whose job was to pick up litter on a 
spiked pole. Surrounded by the glorious beauty of flowers and trees, with the sun sparkling 
through the leaves, he only had eyes for the garbage he had to collect, and the damage it did. 
The lines I remember sum up his plight: ‘Destroys the nature in this park, litter,’ he said, 
without Lifting his head. 

He could only see the bad, and was blind to the beauty. 
That sums up the older brother in the story. And it’s the older brother who provides the real 

punch-line of the parable. This is Jesus’ response to his critics. They were so focused on the 
wickedness of the tax-collectors and sinners, and of Jesus himself for daring to eat with them 
despite claiming to be a prophet of God’s kingdom, that they couldn’t see the sunlight sparkling 
through the fresh spring leaves of God’s love. Here were all these people being changed, being 
healed, having their lives transformed physically, emotionally, morally and spiritually; and the 
grumblers could only see litter, the human garbage that they normally despised and avoided. 

The portrait of the older brother is brilliantly drawn, with tell-tale little shifts of phrase and 
meaning. ‘Your brother’, says the servant, ‘has come home’; but he won’t think of him like this. 
‘This son of yours,’ he says angrily to his father. ‘This your brother,’ says the father, reminding 
him gently of the truth of the matter. ‘I’ve been slaving for you,’ he says to his father, whereas 
in fact they had been working as partners, since the father had already divided his assets 
between them (verse 12). Everything the father has belongs to him, since the younger brother 
has spent his share; and that, presumably, is part of the problem, since the older brother sees 
all too clearly that anything now spent on his brother will be coming out of his own inheritance. 

The phrase which ties the story to Jesus’ opponents comes out tellingly: ‘I’ve never 
disobeyed a single command of yours.’ That was the Pharisees’ boast (compare Philippians 3:6); 
but the moral superiority which it appears to give melts like snow before the sunshine of God’s 
love. Where resurrection is occurring—where new life is bursting out all around—it is not only 



appropriate, it is necessary to celebrate (verse 32). Not to do so is to fail to meet generosity 
with gratitude. It is to pretend that God has not after all been at work. It is to look only at the 
garbage and to refuse to smell the flowers. 

In terms of what God was doing in Israel through Jesus, we can see once more that the new 
kingdom-work which was going forward was indeed like a return from exile. Sinners and 
outcasts were finding themselves welcomed into fellowship with Jesus, and so with God, in a 
way they would have thought impossible. But whenever a work of God goes powerfully 
forwards, there is always someone muttering in the background that things aren’t that easy, 
that God’s got no right to be generous, that people who’ve done nothing wrong are being 
overlooked. That happened at the time when the exiles returned from Babylon; several people, 
not least the Samaritans, didn’t want them back. 

This story reveals above all the sheer self-centredness of the grumbler. The older brother 
shows, in his bad temper, that he has had no more real respect for his father than his brother 
had had. He lectures him in front of his guests, and refuses his plea to come in. Once more the 
father is generous, this time to his self-righteous older son. At this point we sense that Jesus is 
not content simply to tell the grumblers that they’re out of line; he, too, wants to reason with 
the Pharisees and the lawyers, to point out that, though God’s generosity is indeed reaching 
out to people they didn’t expect, this doesn’t mean there isn’t any left for them. If they insist on 
staying out of the party because it isn’t the sort of thing they like, that’s up to them; but it 
won’t be because God doesn’t love them as well. 

This parable, like some of the others, points, for Luke, beyond the immediate situation of 
Jesus’ ministry and into the early church. There, Gentiles were coming into the church, and 
Jews and Jewish Christians often found it very difficult to celebrate the fact. Equally, as Paul 
realized when writing Romans, it was vital that the new communities never gave the impression 
to their older brother that God had finished with him. Somehow the balance must be kept. 

The story is, of course, unfinished. We naturally want to know what happened next. How 
will the younger brother behave from now on? What arrangements will they make? Will the 
two sons be reconciled? Sometimes when a storyteller leaves us on the edge of our seats like 
this it’s because we are supposed to think it through, to ask ourselves where we fit within the 
story, and to learn more about ourselves and our churches as a result. Which role in the story 
do you and your church find comes most naturally to you? How can we move towards 
becoming people through whom ‘resurrection’ happens to others? How can we celebrate the 
party of God’s love in such a way as to welcome not only the younger brothers who have come 
back from the dead, but also the older brothers who thought there was nothing wrong with 
them? 

 

 

 



LUKE 16:1–9 

 
The Parable of the Shrewd Manager 

1 Jesus said to his disciples, ‘Once there was a rich man who had a steward, and charges were laid 
against him that he was squandering his property. 2 So he called him and said to him, “What’s all this I 
hear about you? Present an account of your stewardship; I’m not going to have you as my steward any 
more!” 

3 ‘At this, the steward said to himself, “What shall I do? My master is taking away my stewardship 
from me! I can’t do manual work, and I’d be ashamed to beg … 

4 ‘ “I have an idea what to do!—so that people will welcome me into their households when I am 
fired from being steward.” 

5 ‘So he called his master’s debtors to him, one by one. “How much”, he asked the first, “do you owe 
my master?” 

6 ‘ “A hundred measures of olive oil,” he replied. 
‘ “Take your bill,” he said to him, “sit down quickly, and make it fifty.” 
7 ‘To another he said, “And how much do you owe?” 
‘ “A hundred measures of wheat,” he replied. 
‘ “Take your bill,” he said, “and make it eighty.” 
8 ‘And the master praised the dishonest steward because he had acted wisely. The children of this 

world, you see, are wiser than the children of light when it comes to dealing with their own generation. 
9 ‘So let me tell you this: use that dishonest stuff called money to make yourselves friends! Then, 

when it gives out, they will welcome you into homes that will last.’ 

She came up to me after the service and demanded to know what it meant. This passage had 
been read as the second lesson, while the first had been a prophetic denunciation (from Ezekiel 
18, I think) of all kinds of sins, including the making of money by lending at interest. She had 
obviously been listening to the readings, and couldn’t make head or tail of what was going on. 
Was the Bible against making money out of other money, or was it—was Jesus, indeed—telling 
us we should use any sharp financial practices we could to get ourselves out of difficulties? 

The problem is made worse in some of the usual translations of verse 9, which seem to say 
that you can buy your way into heaven; and by the puzzle of verse 8, where it isn’t clear 
whether ‘the master’ who is commending the dishonest steward is the master in the story, or 
whether this is Luke’s reporting of what ‘the master’, Jesus, said about it all. How can we sort all 
this out? 

The first thing to do is to understand how the story works. It looks as though the master in 
the story had himself been acting in a somewhat underhand manner. Jews were forbidden to 
lend money at interest, but many people got round this by lending in kind, with oil and wheat 
being easy commodities to use for this purpose. It is likely that what the steward deducted 
from the bill was the interest that the master had been charging, with a higher rate on oil than 
on wheat. If he reduced the bill in each case to the principal, the simple amount that had been 
lent, the debtors would be delighted, but the master couldn’t lay a charge against the steward 
without owning up to his own shady business practices. Thus, when the master heard about it (I 
think ‘the master’ in verse 9 is certainly the master in the story, not Jesus), he could only admire 
the man’s clever approach. 



But the second thing is to realize, as the whole setting in Luke helps us to do, what the 
parable is really about. It is, after all, a parable, not a piece of moral teaching about money and 
how (not) to use it—though, as with the sayings about feasts in chapter 14, we find some moral 
teaching on the subject placed alongside, which does rather confuse the issue, at least to begin 
with. 

If we were faced with a first-century Jewish story we’d never seen before, about a master 
and a steward, we should know at once what it was most likely about. The master is God; the 
steward is Israel. Israel is supposed to be God’s property-manager, the light of God’s world, 
responsible to God and set over his possessions. But Israel—as we’ve seen in so much of this 
gospel—has failed in the task, and is under threat of imminent dismissal. What then ought 
Israel to do? 

The Pharisees’ answer was to pull the regulations of the law even tighter, to try to make 
Israel more holy. This, as we’ve seen, had the effect that they were excluding the very people 
that Jesus was reaching out to. Jesus, in this parable, indicates that if Israel is facing a major 
crisis the answer is rather to throw caution to the winds, to forget the extra bits and pieces of 
law which the Pharisees have heaped up, and to make friends as and where they can. That’s 
what ‘the children of this world’ would do, and ‘the children of light’—that is, the Israelites—
ought to do so as well, learning from the cunning people of the world how to cope in the crisis 
that was coming upon their generation. 

Thus, instead of hoarding money and land, Jesus’ advice was to use it, as far as one could, to 
make friends. A crisis was coming, in which alternative homes, homes that would last (not 
‘eternal habitations’ in the sense of a heavenly dwelling after death), would be needed. 

This parable thus appears to be directed very specifically to the situation of Jesus’ own 
hearers. How can it be reused in our own day? 

Obviously it has nothing to do with commending sharp practice in business or personal 
finance. Rather, it advises us to sit light to the extra regulations which we impose on one 
another, not least in the church, which are over and above the gospel itself. The church passes 
through turbulent times, and frequently needs to reassess what matters and what doesn’t. The 
twentieth century saw the so-called ‘mainline’ churches in many parts of the world—the 
traditional denominations—in decline, with newer churches, not least in the Third World, 
growing and spreading. What should traditional churches do when faced with their own 
mortality? Perhaps they should learn to think unconventionally, to be prepared to make new 
friends across traditional barriers, to throw caution to the winds and discover again, in the true 
fellowship of the gospel, a home that will last. 

 

 

 

 



LUKE 16:10–18 

 
Teachings on Stewardship 

10 ‘Someone who is faithful in a small matter’, Jesus continued, ‘will also be faithful in a large one. 
Someone who is dishonest in a small matter will also be dishonest in a large one. 11 If you haven’t been 
faithful with that wicked thing called money, who is going to entrust you with true wealth? 12 And if you 
haven’t been faithful in looking after what belongs to someone else, who is going to give you what is 
your own? 

13 ‘Nobody can serve two masters. You will end up hating one and loving the other, or going along 
with the first and despising the other. You can’t serve God and money.’ 

14 The Pharisees, who loved money, heard all this, and mocked Jesus. 15 So he said to them, ‘You 
people let everyone else know that you’re in the right—but God knows your hearts. What people call 
honourable, God calls abominable! 

16 ‘The law and the prophets lasted until John. From now on, God’s kingdom is announced, and 
everyone is trying to attack it. 17 But it’s easier for heaven and earth to pass away than for one dot of an 
“i” to drop out of the law. 

18 ‘Anyone who divorces his wife and marries another commits adultery, and a person who marries a 
divorced woman commits adultery.’ 

Wealth is a killer. About half the stories in the newspapers seem to be about money in one way 
or another—the glamour and glitz it seems to provide, the shock and the horror when it runs 
out, the never-ending scandals about people getting it, embezzling it, losing it and getting it 
again. The lines between legitimate business and sharp practice are notoriously blurred. When 
does a gift become a bribe? When is it right to use other people’s money to make money for 
yourself, and when is it wrong? And then there are the robberies, burglaries, and the numerous 
other obvious ways in which money is at the centre of simple, old-fashioned wrongdoing. 

From a parable about money, Luke moves us to actual teaching about money; the chapter 
will end with another parable in which money is both part of the story and part of the point. 
This passage contains some of Jesus’ strongest and most explicit warnings about the dangers of 
wealth, and experience suggests that neither the church nor the world has taken these 
warnings sufficiently to heart. Somewhere along the line serious repentance, and a renewed 
determination to hear and obey Jesus’ clear teaching, seems called for. 

The key to it all is in the opening verses: it’s about faithfulness. Money is not a possession, 
it’s a trust: God entrusts property to people and expects it to be used to his glory and the 
welfare of his children, not for private glory or glamour. Money also, according to this passage, 
points beyond itself, to the true riches which await us in the life to come. What they are, we 
can hardly guess; but there are ‘true riches’ which really will belong to us, in a way that money 
doesn’t, if we learn faithfulness here and now. 

If we don’t, we shall find ourselves torn between two masters. This situation was 
particularly acute in Jesus’ day. As in most peasant societies, there was a very small number of 
extremely rich people and a very large number of the very poor. The rich included the chief 
priests (some of their opulent houses in Jerusalem have been discovered by archaeologists), so 
any attack on the rich would include an attack on them. The Pharisees were more of a populist 



movement; but the danger they faced, with the land as a key part of their religion, was that 
they would equate possession of land, and the wealth it brought, with God’s blessing. The stern 
warnings at the end of chapter 14 had already made it clear that this was not the way. Here 
Jesus insists starkly that God’s standards are not just subtly different from human ones, but are 
the exact opposite. 

Is Jesus saying something new in all this? The Pharisees might well have answered him by 
pointing out that there was much in the Jewish law which encouraged people to think that 
possessions were a sign of God’s favour. Jesus, of course, takes the opposite view, with a good 
deal of the prophetic writings obviously on his side; and the law itself commanded Israel to care 
for the poor and needy. His relationship to the Jewish law, though, is not exactly 
straightforward, and verses 16–17 need examining with some care. 

He sees the law and the prophets (meaning the books we call ‘the Old Testament’) as taking 
their place in a sequence of events within God’s plan. They are not God’s last word; they hold 
sway until the time of John the Baptist, after which God’s kingdom has been coming in a new 
way. Something fresh is happening here, where Jesus is; but this doesn’t mean that the law and 
the prophets were wrong, or are now irrelevant. They remain fixed and unalterable. They are a 
true signpost to what God is going to do, even though they cannot themselves bring about the 
new day, the new world, that God is creating through Jesus. When, therefore, God does what 
he intends to do through Jesus, the law and the prophets will look on in approval, even though 
they couldn’t have done it by themselves. That is part of the point of the next parable in the 
chapter. 

The saying about divorce seems to be included here as an example of a commandment 
which many within Judaism were quietly setting aside. Only the strictest of Jewish teachers at 
this time supported the complete ban on divorce which is implied by such Old Testament 
passages as, for instance, Malachi 2:14–16. How this is worked out in today’s pastoral practice 
is another question, which will need the fuller teaching of Matthew (5:32; 19:9) and Paul (1 
Corinthians 7) as well as great care and sensitivity. 

Putting the passage together, we find the underlying challenge to be faithful: faithful in our 
use of money, faithful to God rather than money, faithful in our hearts not just in our outward 
appearances, faithful to the kingdom which has now begun with Jesus, faithful to our 
marriages. As soon as we begin to think of money, or land, or other people, as commodities we 
might own or exploit, we take a step away from our vocation to be truly human beings, God’s 
true children, and towards the other master, who is always ready to accept new servants. 

 

 

 

 



LUKE 16:19–31 

 
The Parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus 

19 ‘There was once a rich man,’ said Jesus, ‘who was dressed in purple and fine linen, and feasted in 
splendour every day. 20 A poor man named Lazarus, who was covered with sores, lay outside his gate. 
21 He longed to feed himself with the scraps that fell from the rich man’s table. But the dogs came and 
licked his sores. 

22 ‘In due course the poor man died, and was carried by the angels into Abraham’s bosom. The rich 
man also died, and was buried. 23 As he was being tormented in Hades, he looked up and saw Abraham 
far away, and Lazarus in his bosom. 

24 ‘ “Father Abraham!” he called out. “Have pity on me! Send Lazarus to dip the tip of his finger in 
water and cool my tongue! I’m in agony in this fire!” 

25 ‘ “My child,” replied Abraham, “remember that in your life you received good things, and in the 
same way Lazarus received evil. Now he is comforted here, and you are tormented. 26 Besides that, there 
is a great chasm standing between us. People who want to cross over from here to you can’t do so, nor 
can anyone get across from the far side to us.” 

27 ‘ “Please, then, father,” he said, “send him to my father’s house. 28 I’ve got five brothers. Let him 
tell them about it, so that they don’t come into this torture-chamber.” 

29 ‘ “They’ve got Moses and the prophets,” replied Abraham. “Let them listen to them.” 
30 ‘ “No, father Abraham,” he replied, “but if someone went to them from the dead, they would 

repent!” 
31 ‘ “If they don’t listen to Moses and the prophets,” came the reply, “neither would they be 

convinced, even if someone rose from the dead.” ’ 

We have all seen him. He lies on a pile of newspapers outside a shop doorway, covered with a 
rough blanket. Perhaps he has a dog with him for safety. People walk past him, or even step 
over him. He occasionally rattles a few coins in a tin or cup, asking for more. He wasn’t there 
when I was a boy, but he’s there now, in all our cities, east, west, north and south. 

As I see him, I hear voices. It’s his own fault, they say. He’s chosen it. There are agencies to 
help him. He should go and get a job. If we give him money he’ll only spend it on drink. Stay 
away—he might be violent. Sometimes, in some places, the police will move him on, exporting 
the problem somewhere else. But he’ll be back. And even if he isn’t, there are whole societies 
like that. They camp in tin shacks on the edges of large, rich cities. From the door of their tiny 
makeshift shelters you can see the high-rise hotels and office blocks where, if they’re very 
lucky, one member of the family might work as a cleaner. They have been born into debt, and 
in debt they will stay, through the fault of someone rich and powerful who signed away their 
rights, their lives in effect, a generation or two ago, in return for arms, a new presidential 
palace, a fat Swiss bank account. And even if rich and poor don’t always live side by side so 
blatantly, the television brings us together. 

So we all know Lazarus. He is our neighbour. Some of us may be rich, well dressed and well 
fed, and walk past him without even noticing; others of us may not be so rich, or so finely 
clothed and fed, but compared with Lazarus we’re well off. He would be glad to change places 
with us, and we would be horrified to share his life, even for a day. 



Jesus’ story about Lazarus and the unnamed rich man (he’s often called ‘Dives’, because 
that’s the Latin word for ‘rich’, but in the story he remains anonymous) works at several levels. 
It is very like a well-known folk tale in the ancient world; Jesus was by no means the first to tell 
of how wealth and poverty might be reversed in the future life. In fact, stories like this were so 
well known that we can see how Jesus has changed the pattern that people would expect. In 
the usual story, when someone asks permission to send a message back to the people who are 
still alive on earth, the permission is granted. Here, it isn’t; and the sharp ending of the story 
points beyond itself to all sorts of questions that Jesus’ hearers, and Luke’s readers, were urged 
to face. 

The parable is not primarily a moral tale about riches and poverty—though, in this chapter, 
it should be heard in that way as well. If that’s all it was, some might say that it was better to let 
the poor stay poor, since they will have a good time in the future life. That sort of argument has 
been used too often by the careless rich for us to want anything to do with it. No; there is 
something more going on here. The story, after all, doesn’t add anything new to the general 
folk belief about fortunes being reversed in a future life. If it’s a parable, that means once again 
that we should take it as picture-language about something that was going on in Jesus’ own 
work. 

The ending gives us a clue, picking up where, a chapter earlier, the story of the father and 
his two sons had ended. ‘Neither will they be convinced, even if someone were to rise from the 
dead’; ‘this your brother was dead, and is alive again’. The older brother in the earlier story is 
very like the rich man in this: both want to keep the poor, ragged brother or neighbour out of 
sight and out of mind. Jesus, we recall, has been criticized for welcoming outcasts and sinners; 
now it appears that what he’s doing is putting into practice in the present world what, it was 
widely believed, would happen in the future one. ‘On earth as it is in heaven’ remains his 
watchword. The age to come must be anticipated in the present. 

The point is then that the Pharisees, being themselves lovers of money, were behaving to 
the people Jesus was welcoming exactly like the rich man was behaving to Lazarus. And, just as 
the steward was to be put out of his stewardship, and was commended for taking action in the 
nick of time to prevent total disaster, so the Pharisees, and anyone else tempted to take a 
similar line, are now urged to change their ways while there is still time. All Jesus is asking 
them, in fact, is to do what Moses and the prophets would have said. As Luke makes clear 
throughout, his kingdom-mission is the fulfilment of the whole story of Israel. Anyone who 
understands the law and the prophets must therefore see that Jesus is bringing them to 
completion. 

If they do not, then not even someone rising from the dead will bring them to their senses. 
The last sentence of the parable, like a great crashing chord on an organ, contains several 
different notes. It speaks of the whole hope of Israel for restoration and renewal. It speaks, as 
does the story of the prodigal son, of the poor and outcast being welcomed by Jesus. And it 
speaks, for Luke’s readers from that day to this, most powerfully of Jesus himself. One day 
soon, the reader knows, the law and the prophets will all come true in a new way, as Jesus 
himself rises again, opening the door to God’s new age in which all wrongs will be put right. 

 



LUKE 17:1–10 

 
Forgiveness, Faith and Obedience 

1 Jesus said to his disciples, ‘There are bound to be things that trip people up; but woe betide the person 
who brings them about! 2 It would be better to have a millstone hung around your neck, and be thrown 
into the sea, than to trip up one of these little ones. 3 So watch out for yourselves. 

‘If your brother sins against you, rebuke him; and if he apologizes, forgive him. 4 Even if he sins 
against you seven times, and turns round seven times and says “sorry” to you, you must forgive him.’ 

5 The apostles said to the Master, ‘Give us greater faith!’ 
6 ‘If you had faith’, replied the Master, ‘as a grain of mustard seed, you would say to this mulberry 

tree, “Be uprooted and be planted in the sea,” and it would obey you. 
7 ‘Supposing one of you has a slave ploughing or keeping sheep out in the field. When he comes in, 

what will you say? “Come here at once, and sit down for a meal?” 8 No; you will be far more likely to say, 
“Get something ready for me to eat! Get properly dressed, and wait on me while I eat and drink! After 
that you can have something to eat and drink yourself.” 9 Will you thank the slave because he did what 
you told him? 

10 ‘That’s how it is with you. When you’ve done everything you’re told, say this: “We’re just ordinary 
slaves. All we’ve done is what we had to do.” ’ 

There is a famous story about a man who wrote a book with the title, Humility and How I 
Achieved It. The title is almost as self-contradictory as, in Jesus’ world, the phrase ‘the good 
Samaritan’ would have been. One of the paradoxes of humility is that, unlike the other virtues, 
those who really possess it usually don’t have the slightest idea that they do. 

The various short sayings which Luke has collected here have this as their common thread. 
They all point towards the humility which true servants of Jesus must learn. That seems, at 
least, to be one connecting link, and it’s worth exploring further. 

Think first about the warnings of people tripping each other up. This may have some 
reference to the previous two chapters, in which ‘the little ones’ would refer to the outcasts 
welcomed by Jesus, whom the Pharisees and others wanted to stop from entering into the 
kingdom on Jesus’ terms. But the point seems to be wider. The way the world now is, until 
God’s final victory over the enemy, there are bound to be times when people will find their 
faith tested, and tested sometimes beyond what they can bear. There is no way of avoiding 
that altogether. But that doesn’t excuse anyone who inflicts such a test on someone else. In 
one of the most graphic descriptions of punishment anywhere in the gospels, Jesus warns that 
it would be better for a millstone, which is shaped around a central hole, to become a collar to 
drag you to the bottom of the ocean, rather than to suffer the punishment in store for people 
who upset the faith of those who trust in him. 

Christian leaders and teachers need this warning on a regular basis. It is possible for them to 
do and say things which make others think, ‘Well, if that’s how God’s representatives behave, I 
suppose the whole thing’s a waste of time!’ How can you avoid putting someone in that 
situation? Humility. 

Or what about the call for repeated forgiveness? How easy to take the moral high ground: I 
haven’t done anything wrong, so if I choose to forgive you that makes me superior to you. 



Then, once I’ve enjoyed exercising that position once or twice, it’s time to draw back a bit. Why 
should I go on giving you all that freedom? 

Jesus’ approach is utterly different. When you forgive someone, you are making yourself 
their servant, not their master. Forgiving someone again and again ought not to get harder and 
harder; it shouldn’t be a matter of restraining anger for a longer and longer time, like someone 
trying to hold their breath under water for ten seconds, then for twenty, then for thirty, and so 
on. If that’s what it’s like, you’ve missed the meaning altogether. The point is that you’re not 
scoring moral points at all. You are to be humble, to take no advantage of the situation, to give 
to the other person the generous and welcoming forgiveness that (as Jesus indicates on 
numerous other occasions) God has shown you in the first place. That, after all, is the real 
source of humility. If in doubt, meditate on God’s grace. 

Perhaps not surprisingly, the disciples realize in verse 5 that all this will require more faith 
than they think they have. Jesus is quick to respond. It’s not great faith you need; it is faith in a 
great God. Faith is like a window through which you can see something. What matters is not 
whether the window is six inches or six feet high; what matters is the God that your faith is 
looking out on. If it’s the creator God, the God active in Jesus and the Spirit, then the tiniest 
little peep-hole of a window will give you access to power like you never dreamed of. Of course, 
this cannot be used for your own whim or pleasure; as soon as you tried, it would show that 
you’d forgotten, once more, who this God really was. Humility once again. 

Finally, the shocking lesson that all we do, even the hard work we do for God, never for a 
moment puts God in our debt. How often do we hear it said (and how many more times is it 
thought): I’ve done all this, I’ve given all that money, I’ve worked so hard—surely God will be 
satisfied with that? The answer is that all genuine service to God is done from gratitude, not to 
earn anything at all. Saying ‘We’re not worth anything at all’ doesn’t mean that we lack a 
proper sense of self-worth and self-love. It just means that we must constantly remind 
ourselves of the great truth: we can never put God in our debt. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



LUKE 17:11–19 

 
Ten Lepers Healed 

11 As Jesus was on his way to Jerusalem, he passed along the borderlands between Samaria and Galilee. 
12 As he was going into one particular village he was met by ten lepers, who stayed at some distance 
from him. 

13 ‘Jesus, Master!’ they called out loudly. ‘Have pity on us!’ 
14 When Jesus saw them he said to them, ‘Go and show yourselves to the priests.’ And as they went, 

they were healed. 
15 One of them, seeing that he had been healed, turned back and gave glory to God at the top of his 

voice. 16 He fell on his face in front of Jesus’ feet and thanked him. He was a Samaritan. 
17 ‘There were ten of you healed, weren’t there?’ responded Jesus. ‘Where are the nine? 18 Is it really 

the case that the only one who had the decency to give God the glory was this foreigner? 
19 ‘Get up, and be on your way,’ he said to him. ‘Your faith has saved you.’ 

What would make you shout for joy at the top of your voice? What would make you fall on the 
ground—yes, flat on your face!—in front of someone? 

Two explorers were lost in the South American jungle not long ago. For nine months they 
wandered about, not knowing where they were or how to get out. Finally, after many 
adventures and often giving up hope, they were found and rescued. They probably didn’t have 
enough energy to shout, but they will have felt like it. Certainly their relatives back home did. 

You might shout for joy when the doctor told you that someone you loved very dearly had 
come safely through the operation, and was going to be all right after all. You might do it when 
suddenly all your debts were rolled away and you were given a new start in life. 

Which, then, is the more surprising: the fact that one person came back, shouted for joy, 
and fell down at Jesus’ feet? Or the fact that nine didn’t? 

Luke, once again, focuses on Jesus’ attitude to the outsider, the foreigner. Like the 
Samaritan in one of his own stories, this man put to shame the Jews who had been healed but 
who didn’t say ‘thank you’. Perhaps, once they’d seen the priest (the priest who lived locally 
had the responsibility to declare when people were healed from such diseases), they were 
afraid to go back and identify themselves with Jesus, who by now was a marked man. Perhaps, 
having realized they had been healed, they were so eager to get back to their families, whom 
they hadn’t been able to live with all the time the disease had affected them, that they simply 
didn’t think to go back and look for Jesus. 

Luke doesn’t say that they were any less cured, but he does imply that they were less 
grateful. After the lesson in humility comes the lesson in gratitude. Humility, of course, is still 
built in: only the outsider, only the foreigner, gives God the glory, showing up the Jews whose 
very name reminded them to praise God (the word ‘Judah’ in Hebrew means ‘praise’). 

It is not only the nine ex-lepers who are shown up. It is all of us who fail to thank God 
‘always and for everything’, as Paul puts it (Ephesians 5:20). We know with our heads, if we 
have any Christian faith at all, that our God is the giver of all things: every mouthful of food we 
take, every breath of air we inhale, every note of music we hear, every smile on the face of a 
friend, a child, a spouse—all that, and a million things more, are good gifts from his generosity. 



The world didn’t need to be like this. It could have been far more drab (of course, we have 
often made it dull and lifeless, but even there God can spring surprises). There is an old spiritual 
discipline of listing one’s blessings, naming them before God, and giving thanks. It’s a healthy 
thing to do, especially in a world where we too often assume we have an absolute right to 
health, happiness and every possible creature comfort. 

Jesus’ closing words to the Samaritan invite a closer look. The word for ‘get up’ is a word 
early Christians would have recognized as having to do with ‘resurrection’. Like the prodigal 
son, this man ‘was dead, and is alive again’. New life, the life which Israel was longing for as 
part of the age to come, had arrived in his village that day, and it had called out of him a faith 
he didn’t know he had. Once again (compare 5:20; 8:48; 8:50), faith and healing go hand in 
hand. Once again, ‘faith’ here means not just any old belief, any generally religious attitude to 
life, but the belief that the God of life and death is at work in and through Jesus, and the trust 
that this is not just a vague general truth but that it will hold good in this case, here and now. 
This rhythm of faith and gratitude simply is what being a Christian, in the first or the twenty-
first century, is all about. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



LUKE 17:20–37 

 
The Coming of the Kingdom 

20 The Pharisees asked Jesus when the kingdom of God was coming. 
‘God’s kingdom’, replied Jesus, ‘isn’t the sort of thing you can watch for and see coming. 21 People 

won’t say “Look, here it is,” or “Look, over there!” No: God’s kingdom is within your grasp.’ 
22 Then Jesus said to the disciples, ‘The days are coming when you will long to see one of the days of 

the son of man, and you won’t see it. 23 They will say to you, “Look, there!” or “Look, here!” Don’t go off 
or follow them. 24 The son of man in his day will be like lightning that shines from one end of the sky to 
the other. 25 And first he must suffer many things and be rejected by this generation. 

26 ‘What will it be like in the days of the son of man? It will be like the days of Noah. 27 People were 
eating and drinking, they were getting married and giving wedding parties, until the day when Noah 
went into the ark—and that day the flood came and swept them all away. 28 And it will be like the days 
of Lot. They were eating and drinking, they were buying and selling, they were planting and building. 
29 But on the day when Lot left Sodom, it rained fire and sulphur from the sky and they were all 
destroyed. 30 That’s what it will be like on the day when the son of man is revealed. 

31 ‘On that day anyone up on the roof, with all their possessions in the house, shouldn’t go down to 
get them. Anyone out in the field shouldn’t go back to get anything. 32 Remember Lot’s wife. 32 If you try 
to save your life you’ll lose it, but anyone who loses it will keep it. 

34 ‘Let me tell you, in that night there will be two people sleeping side by side: one will be taken, and 
the other left behind. 35 There will be two women working side by side grinding corn; one will be taken 
and the other left behind.’ 

37 ‘Where will this be, Master?’ they asked him. 
‘Where the body is,’ replied Jesus, ‘there the vultures will gather.’ 

What does the word ‘apocalypse’ conjure up to you? Hollywood fantasies? Stars falling from 
the sky, volcanoes and earthquakes? People in terror, panicking and rushing this way and that? 

The Bible has plenty of apocalypses, and sometimes they sound like that. This passage is 
one of them: Noah’s flood sweeping everybody away, and fire and sulphur raining on Sodom as 
Lot and his family escape. That’s exactly the sort of thing many people think of when they hear 
the word ‘apocalypse’. 

But did Jesus think it would be like that? What does this passage mean? 
There has been a growth industry in writing books based on passages like this. ‘One will be 

taken, and the other left’; some have assumed that being ‘taken’ in this sense means being 
snatched up to heaven to be with God, leaving the others behind to survive in a frightening 
world from which all the true believers have been removed. That’s not what the passage 
means, though; it’s actually the other way round. The people who are ‘taken’ are the ones in 
danger; they are being taken away by hostile forces, taken away to their doom. 

But what are these hostile forces? What are the ‘eagles’ that will gather around the ‘body’, 
and what will they do? And what has all this got to do with ‘the days of the son of man’, which 
the disciples will long for but won’t see? 

The rest of Luke’s gospel makes it clear how he thought we should understand it. The 
passage does not refer to an event in which natural or supernatural forces will devastate a 
town, a region, or the known world; rather, like so many of Jesus’ warnings in Luke, it refers to 



the time when enemy armies will invade and wreak sudden destruction. The word that means 
‘vultures’ is the same word as ‘eagles’ (ancient writers thought vultures were a kind of eagle), 
and there may be a cryptic reference here to the Roman legions, with the eagle as their 
imperial badge. 

This makes sense of the warnings. When the legions arrive, the best thing to do is to get out 
and run; don’t even think about collecting belongings. Normal life will be going on one moment, 
the next there will be a panic, and the wisest advice is not to think about the necessities of life 
itself until you’re well out of the way. People who are found either asleep or working indoors at 
a mill, and thus taken unawares, will find that the invaders will snatch one here and one there. 
And there won’t be any doubt that it’s happening. It won’t be a ‘spiritual’ event that would 
need special discernment. It will be like lightning, suddenly lighting up a dark sky. 

What has this got to do, then, with the son of man? ‘The days of the son of man’ seems to 
refer to the days when, as in the prophecy of Daniel (chapter 7), the ‘one like a son of man’ will 
be vindicated by God after suffering. The sign of this will be the destruction of the oppressor, 
the power that has opposed God’s people and God’s purpose. In Daniel, this power is the fourth 
‘beast’, the greatest of the pagan armies. For Jesus, in one of the most dramatic twists of 
thinking, the force that has most directly opposed his teaching and his kingdom-ministry is 
official Israel itself, focused on the Temple and its hierarchy, and the Pharisees whose thinking 
and practice derived from the Temple. 

We have seen again and again in Luke that Jesus warns of awful destruction coming upon 
his contemporaries for their failure to heed his message. Now he uses the ‘apocalyptic’ 
language of some Jewish prophecy to ram the same warnings home. ‘The days of the son of 
man’ are the days in which this figure, representing God’s true people, is finally vindicated after 
his suffering. And that vindication will take the form of the destruction of the city, and the 
Temple, that have set their face against his gospel of peace. 

Why then does Jesus say, at the start of this passage, that God’s kingdom isn’t the sort of 
thing for which there are advance signs? 

The question from the Pharisees implies that Jesus has a timetable in mind, in which certain 
things would happen in a particular order so that one could tick them off and get ready for the 
final drama. Part of Jesus’ answer, as we have seen, is that it won’t be like that. Life will go on 
as normal until the last moment; but there is something else to be said as well. God’s kingdom, 
he says, is within your grasp. 

The phrase he uses in verse 21 is sometimes translated ‘within you’, and people have often 
thought it meant that the kingdom is purely spiritual, a private, interior relationship with God. 
But Jesus never uses ‘God’s kingdom’ in that sense. It always refers to things that happen in the 
public world, not to private experience. Others have suggested that the phrase means ‘in your 
midst’; God’s kingdom, in other words, is present but secret, hidden, waiting for them to 
discover it. That is closer, but still not quite there. The phrase is more active. It doesn’t just tell 
you where the kingdom is; it tells you that you’ve got to do something about it. It is ‘within your 
grasp’; it is confronting you with a decision, the decision to believe, trust and follow Jesus. It 
isn’t the sort of thing that’s just going to happen, so that you can sit back and watch. God’s 
sovereign plan to put the world to rights is waiting for you to sign on. That is the force of what 
Jesus is saying. 



The warnings of Jesus came true in AD 70. But the promise of the kingdom remains. It may 
well be that, at the still-future time when God finally overcomes sin and death for good and 
remakes the heavens and the earth, there will once more be a moment when, in the midst of 
normal life, ruin breaks in on those who have not heeded God’s call. But that isn’t what this 
passage is about. The passage holds out an invitation, to this day, to those who are anxious 
about the future: God’s sovereign rule of the world, his healing love, are not only yours for the 
grasping, but are waiting for your help.1 
 

 
1 Tom Wright, Luke for Everyone (London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 2004), 
182–211. 


